Tim Gunn presents
Come in and consult with
one of our Beauty Associates
any day of the week.
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hope you enjoyed the 2012 People’s
Choice Awards and all the glamour
associated with them.
Women often ask how they can create
“red carpet” looks for any occasion. It
seems daunting, but it’s definitely doable.
No matter “who you’re wearing” a fabulous
look begins with the basics – flawless skin,
trend-on make-up, gorgeous hair and a
get-noticed smile. No matter what you’re
wearing, day or night, you know you can
“make it work!”
– Tim Gunn

Get the New Spring
Collection from COVERGIRL

COVERGIRL LipPerfection Jumbo Gloss Balm
• Sheer color, soft shine with a new
twist-up applicator

COVERGIRL Outlast Stay Brilliant Nail Gloss
• As long as 7 days of get-noticed glossy color
in one simple step – no topcoat needed

COVERGIRL Clump Crusher Mascara by LashBlast
• The LashBlast drama you love, now
with 200% more volume*
*vs bare lashes

“Every day is new chance for you
to ‘walk the runway’ – always put
your best face forward.”
–Tim Gunn

Get Hair That Gets
You Noticed

Pantene Expert Collection
PRO-V AgeDefy
Advanced Thickening Treatment
Thickens existing hair so it’s like you have
up to 6500 more hair strands. Advanced
formula helps hair look and feel fuller.
Caffeine, pro-vitamins and vitamin B3
penetrate the hair and provide suppleness
to each strand. Also try Pantene Expert
Collection PRO-V AgeDefy shampoo
and conditioner.

“A gorgeous head of hair is
probably the most important
accessory for a woman.”
–Tim Gunn

Get that CameraReady Smile

Crest 3D White
2 Hour Express Whitestrips
These Crest 3D Whitestrips are
formulated with the same enamel-safe
ingredient dentists use. Discover the
quicker way to whiten! Reveal a
noticeably whiter, brighter smile in
just 2 hours.

“A bright white smile is absolutely
necessary on the red carpet and
on the runway. Remember, if you’re
not whitening, you’re yellowing.”
–Tim Gunn

Get Ready for Your
Close-Up

Olay Smooth Finish
Facial Hair Removal Duo

for Fine to Medium Hair and for Medium to Coarse Hair

Specially formulated two-step system
gently, yet effectively, removes even
stubborn facial hair. The skin guarding
serum conditions the skin which helps
minimize visible irritation for a virtually
pain free experience.*
*when used as directed

“Ladies, when it comes to facial
hair removal, there’s nothing
to be ashamed of and there’s
everything to gain.”
–Tim Gunn

